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Question No. 8 (B) (TR. 687) ASLB 3/24 

"In discussions of the emergency core cooling 
system, the Board will be much concerned about the experimental 
evidence that was developed for the effectiveness of the system; 
in other words, its reliability and the assurance that one 
gives that it is essentially failproof.  

We also will be concerned about whether there 
has been experimental evidence and whether there have been 
calculations that would indicate whether there is a substantial 
question as to whether the emergency core cooling system 
will function as it was designed.  

in other words, whether these reservoirs that 
provide the initial flooding of the core will function as 
they have been designed to function."



Answer: 

Review of ECCS Design 

Prior to 1966, the emphasis in core cooling system design 
was directed 

toward maintaining core heat removal in the event of a 
failure of the 

largest pipe connecting to the reactor coolant system. In addition, 

the double-ended severance of a reactor coolant pipe was 
analyzed to 

demonstrate that core integrity was maintained well within the assumptions 

made for radioactivity release to the containment. These transients 

were analyzed with a simple single volume representation 
of the reactor 

coolant system. In late 1966, to provide further conservatism, the design 

basis was increased to include core protection (no clad melting) even 

in the unlikely event of a complete double-ended severance 
of a reactor 

coolant pipe. Initial analyses were performed with a more sophisticated 

two volume digital code (FLASH).  

The limits associated with this new design basis accident required a 

more detailed knowledge of coolant flow through 
the core, pressure 

forces on internals and transient heat transfer phenomena. It was 

apparent that better analytical models with supporting experimental 

evidence were necessary to increase the understanding.of 
the accident.  

A development program described in Answer to 
Board Question No. 16 (), 

1/19/71, was initiated, both analytical and experimental. Additional 

programs have been added as required to answer 
specific questions as 

knowledge accumulated.
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Table I references the transient phenomena of interest, method of 
. analysis and the. experimental basis for the analysis. .A detailed 

description of the current analysis and results for Indian Poin-t 2 
are presented in the document entitled "Indian Point Unit No-.2 

Emergency Core-Cooling Performance," which is being submitted to the 

Boar-d separately. -The evaluatibn-model described in that document 

has been accepted by the AEC in its Interim Policy Statement on 

Criteria for Emergency Core Co6litig Systems f4)r Light Water Power-Reactors, 

.Pulb.ished-nt-- -the Fed-eral Re-jster.-ort June- 29,.1971 (376 FRi 2247). This."...  
model alpng with the AEC interim cr.iteria is clearly conservative and 
further experimental information or improved calculational techniques 

..-as they become available are expected to demonstrate that th#nioe-and.  

criteria are far more conservative than is necessary. The conservatisms" 

•will be re-evaluated and a more realistic approach will be taken.' 

.Experimental programs, to date, have focused on the fundamental aspects 

of the hydraulics of blowdown, blowdown heat transfer, cladding failure 
mdchanisms, em. rittlemeint limits, and the mechanism of reflooding heat 

trar ," : -, , t cse "a'4 c"... .. 't"ribu tr ..... .. .. .. . ex,. rir,=ns ,as cont ibued to the de-elopment 
of iproved analytical techniques forming a foundation for the assurance 

,, ofthe performance of em.ergency core cooling systems.
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Additional. core reflooding capability.tas required for this new design 

basis, and the accumulator oir bottom flooding concept was selected by 
Westinghouse to p-rovide rapid core recovery.. This concept had the advantage 

of a direct fast-acting passive system with no large power requirements and 
fewer uncertainties in heat transfer performance. Both analytical and 

experimental effort was therefore directed toward this concept. The 
results of this development effort leading to assurance that reliable 

emergency core cooling can be obtained are summarized below.
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LOFT Single Loop Semiscale Test 

Single loop blowdown tests have been performed by the Idaho Nuclear 

Corporation (INC) in their Semiscale Blowdown Project. These tests, 

while not entirely representative of a reactor system, have included 

the system effects during blowdown of a steam generator, pump and heated 

core. The results have been used to confirm analytical models (SATAN) 

used to describe the blowdown phase, e.g. mass discharge and pressure 

transients.  

More recent tests were performed with the intent of investigating the effect 

of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) injection. Six tests (Test 845 

through 850) were performed to analyze the effect of the break in the 

reactor vessel inlet pipe. For each of these tests there was essentially 

no water remaining in the vessel at the end of the test, the water being 

preferentially expelled via the break nozzle and it did not flood the 

..electrically heated fuel rods. An examination of the test, however, 

indicates significant characteristics non-representative of thelarge PWR... .  

from the'standpoint of behavior during injection and refill. For example:,.  

the combination of parallel flow paths.present in a PWR is not simulated 

in this test-layout. That is, the existence in the PWR of more than one

loop allows, even with one loop broken, communication to exist between the 

upper and lower plena independently from the core flow behavior. The 

presence of the unbroken loops in a PWR reduces the pressure differential 

between the t\%,o plena and, therefore, reduces the creation of a high 

pressure uoint within the vessel that could prevent the ECC water from 

penetrating the core.



In the same way, tie vessel in the semiscale test lacks the multi

dimensionality offered by the downcomer region in a PWR. The inlet 

nozzle is practically connected directly to the lower plenum and the 

downcomer annulus is simply simulated by a pipe. Furthermore the 

vessel lower plenum in the semiscale vessel is reduced to a very shallow 

volume. The distance from the bottom of the barrel is reduced to the 

point where even small coolant velocities are able to push out water 

deposited in the lower plenum. In a PWR the length of the lower plenum 

allows W'ater to renain at the bottom of the vesse'l without bl'ock~ng the 

communication between the core and the bIeak. It, follows thatwhile in 

a PWR the accumulator water delivered when the system pressure is much,, 

higher than containment pressure can be accumulated in the lower plenum, the 

ECC water injected in these semiscale tests was pushed out the break by 

the hi gh system to break pressure differential.  

Liter on in the blowdovwn transient in the semiscale test, the: reduction 

in system pressure allowed some water to remain in the lower plenum. At: 

this point in time, since the water level is above the bottom of the 

S.f lo., skirt,_the steam generated in.:the system has either "o hrd 

to the break through the hot leg, steam generator, and pump or as in the 
-test-foirce the water in'the vessel out the break.  

The amount of water that can penetrate the core is a function of the.  

downcomer height (driving head) and of the loop resistance. A com

parison between these parameters in a Westinghouse PWR and in the single 

loo) seiscale tests indi es that the test system had a downcomier height 4 ti.es
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smaller and a loop 'resistance more than 30 times higher than a large 

reactor. It follows that the possibility for the accumulator water 

to penetrate into the core was reduced by at least two orders of magnitude 

in the tests compared to the large PWR.  

In addition it should be noted that the small inertia and the type 

of the pump used in the test loop will further increase the loop 

resistance, thus increasing the dissimilarity between the tests and 

the PWR.  

In conclusion, it appears that the important test parameters that did 

not allow water to accumulate in the lower plenum and subsequently to 

penetrate into the core are not, typical of a large scale PWR. It is 

because of these limitations that the results are not applicable to a 

large PWR.  

In order to eliminate any doubt as to the validity of the semiscale 

tests, the policy was adopted on an interim basis that all. water injected 

during reactor blowdown must be assumed to be lost. Moreover, it is to 

be assumed that during accumulator injection, the loops receiving the 

injected water are blocked to the flow of steam, further penalizing the 

calculated effectiveness of the accumulator function. These assumptions 

are acknowledged to be overly pessimistic, and with further work it is 

believed that a relaxation will be justified; however, even with these 

pessilist-ic assuimptions the performance of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 

ECCS is adccuate.



TABLE I 

ECCS PERFORMAtiCE EVALUATION

Phenomena of Interest Method of Analysis Experimental Basis*

B1 owd own

a) Core flow, system pressures, 
effects of reactor coolant 
punmps, etc.  

b) Heat transfer during blowdown, 

transition boiling 

c) Accumulator performance 

d) Fuel rod failure mechanism 
gEometry, effects on heat transfer

Multi-node system analysis (SATAN) 

Multi-node fuel element heat 
transfer analysis (LOCTA) 

Multi-node system analysis (SATAN) 

Multi-dimensional fuel rod heat 
conduction analysis

Blowdown experiments (2 ) 

CSE Blowdown tests 
LOFT quarter and semiscal-e tests 

W Blowdown heat transfer tests (3) 

W Radiation heat transfer tests (1) 

In plant tests '(R. E. Ginna plant)(2) 

1W Single rod burst test (4)(5) 
WMulti-rod burst tests 6)(7) 

ORNL Multi-rod burst tests(l) 
FLECHT Flow blockage tests(7)

Refl ood

a) Core reflood-flooding rate, 
steam binding, entrainment, 
system, pressure drop 

b) Core reflood-entrainment, 
heat transfer 

c) Clad temperature/Zr water 
reaction limits-embrittlement

Multi-node system analysis 

,Multi-node fuel element heat 
,transfer analysis (LOCTA) 

Parabolic rate equation

FLECHT flooding heat ransfer tests
entrainment data(8(9) 

FLECHT flooding heat transfer 
tests-heat transfer data(8)(9) 

W Rod quench tess4 )(5) (13) 
ORNL,(l) ANL,(12) and INC 1 

embrittlement tests

*Specifically derived for LOCA analysis; for generally applicable experimental data used for heat transfer 
correlations, pressure drop, etc. -- see references in CAP-7422-L.
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